A joint statement from

The NSW Public Education Alliance

A fair, just and prosperous nation for all our children

We, the undersigned organisations, are committed to ensuring that every Australian child has an equal opportunity to realise their full potential in life through the provision of a well-resourced, high quality education.

We believe, therefore, that it is imperative for current and future Commonwealth governments to join with all state and territory governments to fully fund the Gonski needs-based school funding model.

Gonski is designed to lift all schools to a national minimum resource standard and provide extra funding for individual students in need of greater support.

If fully funded, Gonski will establish a new, higher benchmark for government investment in Australian schooling, and help build the foundations for a fair, just and prosperous nation for generations to come.

We believe such a great cause warrants the full support of all political parties and candidates for election to parliament.
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